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ABSTRACT
This talk explores a White settler woman’s life-writing project in the twenty-first century. Reimagining the fractured logic of personal and cultural memory, it explores what is left out of conventional genealogical archives.

When diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, Williamson’s mother imagines her own demise and poignantly renames it “the disappearing disease.” Williamson writes of the grief that becomes a kind of haunting as she pieces together the missing links in her mother’s history before she “disappears.”

As research into this memoir progresses, intersecting narratives evolve: abject poverty generates migration; genocidal settlement marks the legacy of “the white possessive”; racism endures against variable groups of immigrants; and, the deadly destruction of misogyny echoes through generations of #metoo.

Questions matter most in writing through the fog of memory and lived experience. The haunting of the disappeared and a longing for connection orients autobiographical narrative’s fierce and tender reach towards a listening ear.
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